Elliott State Forest Research Advisory Committee
Meeting Number Six
Oregon State University
Friday, August 22nd
Advisory Committee Website: https://www.oregon.gov/dsl/land/pages/elliott.aspx
Advisory Committee Members present: Asha Aiello, Steve Andringa, Paul Beck, Eric Farm, Geoff
Huntington, Mike Kennedy, Michael Langley, Ken McCall, Mary Paulson, Mark Stern, Bob Salinger,
Bob Van Dyk, Vicki Walker, and Keith Tymchuk
Department of State Lands and Oregon State University Staff: Ken Armstrong, Robert Underwood,
Ryan Singleton, Jennah Stillman, and Bill Ryan.
Oregon Consensus Facilitation Team: Peter Harkema, Amy Delahanty, and Brett Brownscombe
Action Items
Action Item

Who

Date

Circulate draft July 3oth meeting summary to AC
members for review and comment.

OC

Completed

Circulate modeling scenario status update to AC
members

OSU

Strive for
9/6/19

Recirculate Governance survey link to AC members

OC

ASAP

Welcome, Agenda Review and Process Overview
Facilitator Peter Harkema welcomed the group then invited members to do a round of
introductions. Peter noted that Oregon Consensus (OC) did not receive any edits from Advisory
Committee (AC) members on the draft July 30 meeting summary. There being no further proposed
edits, the group formally approved the document.
Peter then highlighted there were a few adjustments to the afternoon portion of the meeting.
Adjustments included a more detailed organization of OSU presenters during the research charter
discussion and moving the governance topic to September. Peter shared there were a limited
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number of Advisory Committee member responses to the survey regarding governance, and as such,
additional time was being provided for member input. Peter shared AC feedback will be used to
frame a more robust conversation at the next meeting.
Updates
The following updates were shared:
● OSU’s College of Forestry would be sending out a memo on the status of the modeling
scenarios with AC members. Geoff Huntington (OSU) briefly noted the College began
working with the exploratory committee to link the HCP and research design to come up
with acre allocations to construct the model. He shared the work started last week and is on
schedule.
● The next ESRF meeting will be held on September 26th in Portland. Location TBD.
● The October ESRF meeting will be held on October 24th & 25th in Coos Bay. Peter shared
that the current meeting sequence document indicates that OSU draft research design
concepts available at that time and that the hope is that AC members will have an
opportunity to tour the Elliott and think about the design concepts while out on the Forest.
● Department of State Lands has engaged in consultation with the Confederated Tribes of the
Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians. It was shared DSL has sent invitation letters out
to other Western Oregon tribes and are waiting to hear back.
● Interim Director Vicki Walker was appointed as the director of the Oregon Department of
State Lands.
Welcome, Interim Dean Anthony Davis, Oregon State College of Forestry
Interim Dean Anthony Davis thanked Advisory Committee members and welcomed them to
Oregon State University. He recognized the meeting is being held on the lands of the Kalapuya
band, who are recognized as part of the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde and Confederated
Tribes of the Siletz. Anthony then thanked Advisory Committee members for dedicating their time
to this process and noted this is an important opportunity to help chart the future of Oregon’s
forests. He shared that 100 years from now, he hopes an Elliott State Research Forest will provide
an opportunity for synergy among ecological, cultural, and economic values, and will serve as
resource for future generations of students and Oregonians. Following this, Anthony welcomed
Director of Community Diversity Relations, Dr. Allison Davis-White Eyes, and other OSU faculty
and staff in the room.
Presentations from Tribal Representatives
Margaret Corvi and Jesse Beers from the Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua and
Siuslaw Indians, was invited to present tribal cultural values and historical context related to the
Elliott State Forest from the from the perspective of the Tribe. Margaret and Jesse shared
information related to the Tribe’s connection to place, aboriginal ancient boundary, tribal history
loss and post contact, tribal family connections, CTCLUSI organizational structure, and current
programs. For more information related to the CTCUSI perspective on the Elliott State Forest and
surrounding areas, please contact Margaret Corvi (mcorvi@ctclusi.org).
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Michael Karnosh from the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde shared a brief presentation, “Tribal
Connections” with Advisory Committee members. Presentation topics included: homeland; Ikanum
oral histories; The Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde community of Oregon Native
languages in Western Oregon, caring for the landscapes of home; overcoming removal, reservation
and termination history, and working for the restoration of rights and landscapes. For more
information related to this presentation, please contact Michael Karnosh
(Michael.Karnosh@grandronde.org).
Robert Kentta from the Confederated Tribes of Siletz, presented tribal cultural values and historical
context related to the Elliott State Forest from the perspective of the Siletz Tribe. Robert shared
information related to the Siletz ancestral territories, productivity of the landscape, tribal traditions,
treaty history, and connections to the Elliott. For more information related to this presentation,
please contact Robert Kentta (rkentta@ctcsi.nsn.us).
Discussions and Reflections from Advisory Committee members
Advisory Committee members were then given the opportunity to share brief reflections,
comments, or ask questions of the presenters. Below is a summary of the discussion:
● Appreciation of the history that was shared.
● Illustrative to hear about the Tribes’ involvement across the state.
● It’s important to understand how the forest is being used today and the aspects that need to
be preserved. What are the regular uses on the Elliott that the Tribes does on the land today?
Where are there important cultural sites that should be preserved?
● What advice can you give us to balance traditional and new uses?
The tribal representatives shared their thoughts on these questions. An aggregated summary of the
conversation is below:
● Hunting and traditional gathering of plant materials for traditional tools.
● The landscape is an excellent teaching tool for tribal camps, youth, and others. It provides an
opportunity to share about water quality, fish restoration, and conservation of the land.
● It’s important for anyone writing a plan or embarking on a planning exercise to consult with
the tribe if information such as cultural sites is sought. It’s important that information is
sought and handled in the right way.
Research Charter
Anthony Davis shared background and context why the College is looking at the potential for an
Elliott State Research Forest. He noted that five years ago, the College launched the Institute for
Working Forest Landscapes (IWFL) to focus research programs on innovative approaches for
managing landscapes that will enhance people’s lives and improve the health of our lands, businesses
and vital ecosystems. He shared that IWFL is trying to understand how to optimize critical values
and ensure other attributes would not come at a loss. He stressed that the Elliott provides the scale
and potential to research how to balance those values, as well as the potential set of challenges that
will be faced in the future.
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Overview of the Vision and Research Concept for the Elliott State Research Forest Research
Dr. Matt Betts (OSU) then provided an overview of the research concept vision and scientific
relevance for Oregon, the U.S., and abroad. Matt presented a brief summary of the significant
research studies that helped inform and frame OSU’s proposed research design. They were, but not
limited to, the following:
1. Reconciling Food Production and Biodiversity Conservation: Land Sharing and Land
Sparing Compared research conducted in 2011, which helped determine how to meet rising
food demand at the least cost to biodiversity by evaluating two contrasting alternatives: land
sharing and land sparing.
2. The TRIAD forestry approach, which divided a forest into three zones (proposed by
Seymour and Hunter, 1992), in which three different zones are created with three different
sets of objectives and priorities, but with the overall goal of increasing ecological and
sustainability with of a forest.
Matt highlighted that the Elliott provides the scale and biodiversity to utilize a TRIAD approach to
test hypotheses such as how predation, carbon storage, early seral species, recreation and others
would respond to intensification, reserve, or extensive management objectives. He noted that the
Elliott could be part of a network of sites that implement similar types of experiments world wide,
as well serve as a site for outside researchers to come to Oregon and conduct research.
Draft Research Design and Spatial Application to the ESRF
Dr. Kathleen Kavanagh (OSU) provided additional detail and information regarding OSU’s draft
experimental design to Advisory Committee members. Presentation topics included a brief review of
OSU’s research charter, review of the overarching research charter theme, three types of silvicultural
treatments (reserves, intensive, extensive), spatial land allocation; and watershed treatments in the
conservation emphasis and multiple objective emphasis areas. Following Katie’s presentation, there
were questions related to flow restriction in modeling; rotation length; ability to implement the
research with the current road systems; and whether OSU will look at a broader geographical around
the area for research.
Elliott as an Opportunity
Dr. Clark Binkley, Chair of the IWFL Board and former Dean of the College of Forestry of British
Columbia, then briefly shared his view that the Elliott State Research Forest is a unique opportunity
and compelling project, worthy of work and investment. He thanked the AC members for their
efforts.
Small group Discussion with OSU Faculty
The Advisory Committee self selected to talk about research possibilities with different faculty
members to discuss the following interest topics: landslides and slope stability (Dr. Ben Lenshky);
human dimensions of recreation ecology (Dr. Ashley D’Antonio); wildlife and landscape ecology
(Dr. Matt Betts); and planned silvicultural treatments on the Elliott (Dr. Katy Kavanugh).
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Following small group breakout discussions, Committee members were invited to share general
reflections from the day’s discussions and presentations. The following is a summary of those
reflections:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Excitement about what OSU can research and learn.
Appreciate seeing the nuts and bolts.
Good handle on what to look at.
Remaining concern about how this will fund schools.
Appreciation that OSU has integrated and been responsive to Advisory Committee
feedback.
This is a big undertaking; can’t be all things to all people.
Nervous HCP requirements are going to diminish the ability to do the research design.
Concerned about how to pay for this and the conservation overlays.
Concerned about the governance structure.
Think more about the role of the tribes. Where do they fit in.
Layers of complexity. How do you integrate the history, ambitions, legal and ecological
aspects?
How do we store more carbon and reduce emissions. Underline that as a priority.

Anthony Davis stressed the goal and drive to develop an Elliott State Research Forest does not rest
within a single individual at the College, but rather, is shared among faculty and staff. He shared the
College and University is committed to this project and highlighted that with the help of Advisory
Committee members, the College will create an enduring governance structure that makes sense for
future generations. He also noted that there are many topics that need further consideration and
that the Elliott would be a major investment for the University and thus any proposal would
undergo considerable scrutiny internally.
HCP Update
Troy Rahmig (ICF) provided a brief HCP update and discussed the relationship between the HCP
draft conservation measures/harvest and the draft Research Charter. Presentations included a brief
overview of the HCP project; incorporating covered species into research design; analyzing effects
in the HCP; and determining minimization and mitigation needs. Following Troy’s presentation,
there was a comment about the timing of seeing spatial information of watersheds and the HCP.
There was then a question about the effects of delisted species in the HCP.
Next Steps
Peter thanked the group for their work and reviewed the meeting’s action items. The next meeting
will be held September 26th in Portland.
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Presentations of Dr. Matt Betts and Dr. Katy Kavanagh
to the Department of State Lands
Elliott State Research Forest Advisory Committee on
August 22, 2019
This document is a draft and provided as a courtesy to the members of the Department of State Lands
Advisory Committee for information only. The information contained herein reflects the status of a
committee working draft as of August 22, 2019, and is subject to change as the research design is a
work in progress. Specifically, representations of acres assigned to different treatments and in
different replicates, as well as the placement of the treatments to particular sub-watersheds may
change substantially as the research design is refined and integrated with additional regulatory and
forest management objectives.

A TRIAD experiment in the Elliott Forest:
Conceptual Background
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Sharing versus sparing in agricultural systems
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A

B

Reserves + intensive agriculture

”Soft” (green) agriculture
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Betts et al In Prep
DSL Advisory Committee Meeting August 22, 2019

Transferability of Sharing-Sparing ideas to forestry?
• Most sharing-sparing studies have been done in the tropics
• Forests ≠ agriculture: there is good reason to believe that the
proportion of ‘sharing’ associated species is higher in managed forest
landscapes (natural disturbance associates)
• In forest systems, there is potentially greater opportunity for nondichotomous approach (gradient of options)
DSL Advisory Committee Meeting August 22, 2019

• Plantation forestry creates a steady, uniform and
predictable supply of wood-fiber.
• High production on a small land area potentially
reduces harvest pressure on other forests.
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Betts et al In Prep
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Importance of testing triad
• Planted forest area has increased by over 105 million ha since 1990
• Planted forests now account for 7 percent of the world’s forests and 33% of
roundwood production
• Is this the best direction for production of the world’s timber?
• 70% of terrestrial biodiversity found in forests
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Hypotheses/ Predictions

Marbled murrelet

Recreation

Water quality

Social acceptability

Carbon storage

Early seral species

Landslides
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Applications
• Nova Scotia implementing in near future (Lahey Report) but with no
science planned
• New Brunswick considering (conversations between JDI, DNR, and Nature
Conservancy
• Potential for additional collaboration: (1) Sabah, Malaysia, (2) Tasmania
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Norman Borlaug

William Vogt
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Draft Research Design
and Spatial Application to the
Elliott State Research Forest
Dr. Katy Kavanagh
Associate Dean for Research
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Elliott State Research Forest
Research Charter
This Research Charter is intended to guide the design and implementation of
research on the Elliott forest over time, and in doing so ensure that these
important tenants of the Institute are honored.
The ultimate goal of the research programs at
the OSU College of Forestry is to provide
innovative approaches to enhancing people’s
lives while also improving the health of our
lands, businesses, and vital ecosystems, and to
do so collaboratively with active involvement
of multiple partners with different perspectives.
(OSU Institute for Working Forest Landscapes, 2013, pg. 1.)
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Research Charter Diagram
Guiding Principles for Research
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Guiding Principles
Research: Advance and sustain transformational research.
Enduring: Remain relevant across many years, generations, and
social, economic and environmental contexts.
At Scale: Leverage the unique opportunity the forest offers for
experiments at large spatial and long temporal scales.
Tailored to the Landscape: Take full advantage of the forest’s
capacity to provide science addressing research themes that are
highly relevant.
Practical, Relevant, and Collaborative: Programs conducted on the
forest must be relevant to forestry issues and challenges.
DSL Advisory Committee Meeting
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Overarching Research Theme
The overarching research theme is the umbrella under which different research areas,
programs initiatives reside. Research conducted under this broader inquiry should meet
the guiding research principles while addressing the desired outcomes.

Balancing conservation, production and
livelihood objectives on a forested landscape
within a changing world.
DSL Advisory Committee Meeting
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Draft Experimental Design
The triad framework investigates the
methods for achieving a given wood supply
while maximizing biodiversity, ecosystem
processes, and ecosystem services
associated with different land management
strategies. An approach commonly referred
to as “share vs spare” depicts the endpoints
of this framework.
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Stands are divided into varying proportions of three types of silvicultural treatments.
• Reserves: Very limited intervention and management with initial
treatments focused on enhancing conservation values then
transitioning towards low to no touch. In cultivating old forest
structure, any thinning would be done for ecological purposes on
stands that have regenerated following logging. Natural processes
would be unmanaged and allowed to create disturbances (with the
exception of fire).
• Intensive: Maximize wood productivity per acre.
• Extensive: Multiple management objectives relative to intensive.
Managing for diverse forest characteristics to meet a broad set of
objectives and ecosystem services.
DSL Advisory Committee Meeting
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Gradient of Management Approaches
Sharing

Triad-E

Triad-I

Sparing

2
60%

20%
20%

Intensive (I)

Extensive (E)

Reserves (R)
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Conservation Emphasis Watersheds
• Protected areas designated to
prioritize the conservation of listed
species and their terrestrial and
aquatic habitats.
Multiple Objective Watersheds
• 46 sub watersheds
• Replications of the four management
treatments, exploring various
allocations for balancing the
need for timber harvest with
other ecosystem services

Total Analysis Area = 82,480 acres
DSL Lands Only

Conservation
Emphasis
Watersheds
30,480 acres

Multiple
Objective
Watersheds
52,000 acres

DRAFT
8/22/2019

Elliott State Research Forest

Percent of watershed area less than 60 years old.
Stands > 60

Stands < 60

Conservation Emphasis Watersheds

60%

40%

Multiple Objective Watersheds

44%

56%

All Elliott

50%

50%
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Acres by Age Class
Share/Spare Potential
Land
Allocation
Multiple
Objective
Watersheds Only
Land Allocation

Treatment
Allocation
Unassigned
Reserve
Total

Intensive

Extensive

0

8,966

0

0

8,966

Triad-E
Triad-I

2,300
4,672

6,901
2,336

2,300
4,672

0
0

11,502
11,679

Intensive (Sparing)
Unassigned

5,253
0

0
0

5,253
0

0
9,348

10,506
9,348

MOA All
CEA All

12,225

18,203

12,225

9,348

52,001
30,481

Extensive (Sharing)

82,482

Elliott Total

Sharing

Triad-E

Triad-I

Sparing

2
60%

20%
20%

Intensive (I)

Extensive (E)

Reserves (R)
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Acres by Age Class
Multiple Objective Watersheds Only
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Acres by Age Class
Multiple Objective Watersheds & Conservation Emphasis Watersheds
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THANK YOU
Questions?

Advisory Committee
Elliott State Research Forest HCP

The HCP and Research
Design

August 22, 2019

Troy Rahmig
Conservation Planning
and Implementation
ICF
1

Agenda
 Defining the HCP project
 Incorporating covered species into research
design
 Analyzing effects in the HCP
 Determining minimization and mitigation needs
 Discussion
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HCP Analysis - Summary
 The Project
o Elliott State Research Forest design becomes the “project” analyzed and
permitted by the HCP
o Includes all research related activities, including harvest under different
management regimes

 Effects Analysis
o HCP will analyze effects that the project could have on covered species
o Takes into account any beneficial effects the project will have

 Conservation Strategy
o Memorializes any avoidance and minimization measures utilized to reduce effects
(e.g., limited operations during the nesting season)
o Describes any actions needed to mitigate effects that cannot be avoided
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Marbled Murrelet Management Areas
Land Allocation
Extensive
(Sharing)
Triad-E
Triad-I
Intensive
(Sparing)
Unassigned
Multi. Obj. All
Cons. Emph. All
Elliott Total

Total
Acres

MMM
A

MMMA
Percent

8,966

516

6%

11,502
11,679

2,756
3,818

24%
33%

10,506

1,986

19%

9,348
52,001
30,481
82,482

2,013
11,089
4,619
15,708

22%
21%
15%
19%
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Northern Spotted Owl Protected Stands
Multiple Objective Watersheds Only
Land Allocation
Extensive
(Sharing)
Triad-E
Triad-I
Intensive
(Sparing)
Unassigned
Multi. Obj. All
Cons. Emph. All
Elliott Total
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HCP Analysis - Assumptions
 Terrestrial habitat and riparian areas in Conservation Emphasis
Watersheds will continue to support species and habitat function over time
 Terrestrial habitat in CEW that is not currently occupied would develop into
functioning habitat over the permit term
 Terrestrial habitat and riparian areas in Multi-Objective Watersheds would
be retained and continue to benefit species
 MOW-Extensive areas will continue to provide some habitat
 Additional riparian buffers would be strategically added to meet stream
function targets (e.g., wood recruitment)
 Highest potential for effects would be in locations where Intensive harvest
treatments are planned in existing species habitat
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Minimization and Mitigation
 Avoiding impacts in nesting locations during the nest
season and in parts of the riparian zone
 Develop habitat over time in Conservation Emphasis
Watersheds and Multi-Objective Watershed Reserves
 Credit increase in habitat function through management actions
 Maintain a balance between creation of new habitat and loss of
existing habitat over the permit term
 Build research into the HCP monitoring program and include
research objectives as part of the conservation strategy
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Questions
Troy Rahmig
ICF, Conservation Planning & Permitting
Troy.Rahmig@icf.com
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